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TGen Success Story
TGen established its HPBC to give its scientists the powerful
computational resources they need. “One of the ringing endorsements
I can give PBS Professional... It just works.”

computing machines, including a 512-node

number of jobs that are run and the amount

Saguaro, a 16-node development cluster,

IBM eServer Cluster 1350, to support TGen’s

of time each job takes.
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cluster system, which is known as Saguaro.

very pleased with the product’s capabilities.”

on the cluster.

Altair's PBS Professional® workload

Putting Saguaro to Work

One characteristic of PBS Professional that

management software was an integral

Today, HPBC typically serves about 65

has helped HPBC cope with the demand

element of Saguaro from the start.

accounts on Saguaro, most of them within

for Saguaro’s resources is hands-off

TGen. Scientific collaborators at ASU and

dependability and simplicity of maintenance.

“We had installed OpenPBS on our 16-node

other research institutions are also active

“One of the ringing endorsements I can give

development cluster, a scaled-down version

users of the resource. They use BLAST,

PBS Professional is that once we got it set up

of Saguaro that came on line quite a bit

AMBER, Gaussian, and other commercial

and working, I have not had to do anything to

sooner than Saguaro,” says James Lowey,

and in-house-developed applications to

it at all,” says Lowey. “I went through last year

Manager of High Performance Computing

run thousands of jobs on Saguaro. PBS

and upgraded my entire cluster to Red Hat

Systems for TGen. “But it didn’t provide many

Professional provides the flexibility to run

EL3.0. Part of that process was reinstalling

of the things that PBS Professional does. One

large jobs across, say, 128 nodes, while

PBS Professional. I followed the instructions

of the critical factors PBS Professional gives

running thousands of small serial jobs on

in the manual and it took about 20 minutes.

me is accounting — the ability to look at the

a single node.

It was quite simple.”

By late September it was in full production.

Looking Ahead: Upgrades and
a Web-Based Interface

removing the latency of switch-to-switch

utilization since it came into full production

communication. These and other advances

in late 2003, and an increase in failures is

One of HPBC’s goals is to move TGen to a

will involve PBS Professional.

inevitable. PBS Professional’s Automatic

web-based job submission model, and an

Job Recovery will automatically redo any

internal web-based data analysis website

TGen’s successful experience with PBS

interrupted job upon detecting that the

is already operating. Another goal is

Professional will soon lead to an upgraded

nodes have gone down.

flexible queues tied together with a switch

version, which HPBC is currently evaluating.

architecture, which will enable HPBC to run,

Of particular interests are the job array,

“I’m excited that upgrading my production

say, 32-node jobs on a single switch blade,

redundancy and failover features of the

cluster and looking at other uses of PBS

or 128-node jobs on a single switch,

current release. Saguaro has received heavy

Professional in our HPC environment are
among my goals this year,” said Lowey.
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27-year-plus track record for high-end software and consulting
services for engineering, computing and enterprise analytics, Altair
consistently delivers a competitive advantage to customers in a
broad range of industries. Altair has more than 3,000 corporate
clients representing the automotive, aerospace, government and
defense, and consumer products verticals. Altair also has a growing
client presence in the electronics, architecture engineering and
construction, and energy markets.

About PBS Works
PBS Works™, Altair's suite of on-demand cloud computing technologies,
allows enterprises to maximize ROI on existing infrastructure assets.
PBS Works is the most widely implemented software environment for
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unit-based business model, PBS Works delivers increased value and
flexibility over conventional software-licensing models.
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